Opto-thermal oscillation and trapping of light absorbing particles.
We present an experimental study on opto-thermal oscillation and trapping of light absorbing particles. The oscillation is a three-dimensional motion in the solution. The particles at the lower substrate of the sample cell are driven towards the center of optical trap by the optical force. When the particles arrive at the location near the trap center, the laser heating on the particles results in a strong thermal gradient force that repels the particles to leave the focus spot. Next, the particles slow down under the viscous drag force. At last, the particles settle to the lower substrate of sample cell due to gravity, and restart the new oscillation process. For opto-thermal trapping of the absorbing particles, the particles are dispersed in a thin cell to compress the convention and enhance the viscous resistance. The particles can be trapped close to the spot due to the balance of optical and thermal gradient forces.